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Integrity - Service - Excellence
Air Force

I&L Transformation

- It’s not your father’s Air Force anymore
- Combat Convoys: Air Force garnered Army’s “Best Company”
- CIRFs: Train the way we fight and create centers of excellence through Centralized Intermediate Repair Facilities
- RSSs: Streamlining capability and integration through Regional Supply Squadrons
- AFMC: Reorganization to wing structure; significant gains through process improvement efforts
- ECSS: Enterprise approach and reduce 748 IT systems
IL Transformation Approach
I&L Success Stories

- **Tinker AFB (OC-ALC):**
  - KC-135 aircraft docks
  - Additional 100 aircraft available
  - Flowdays reduced from 380 to 205
  - Reduced # of docks from 18 to 15
  - On-time delivery increased 73%

- **Dover AFB: C-5 isochronal inspection process**
  - Flowdays reduced from 20 to 14 days
  - Eliminated mid-shift

- **AF/ILE: Streamlined Air Force design-build process**
  - AF/ILEC heading tri-service effort
  - First pass: Flowdays reduced from 1,046 to 615 days (41%)
Partnerships
- Process improvement is key
- Leadership support maintains stability
- Cooperation ensures seamless operations

Focus on future capabilities
- Conquer tomorrow’s threats… not today’s

Sensitivity to budget constraints
- Don’t do more with less… do less with less

Support the Citizen Soldier / Airman
- Air Force’s foundation for Future Total Force